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The next item brought up was the
transferring of the Cord editors
from Class B to their own separate
category ,"Class D. In this class, the
total honouraria payable to all
members would be worth a maximum of one fifth of the single
highest Class A honouraria per
issue of the Cord Weekly .In plain
English, the highest honouraria in
Class A is the president's, or $500
this year. Therefore, Cord members would receive a maximum of
l/5 of this amount or $100 per issue
of the Cord. Over a twenty-two
issue ye·a r, this means the maximum Cord honouraria would be 22
times $100 or $2 ,200.
This motion was carried by SAC
and is very significant. For the entire year it has been obvious that
there has been discontent on council about "each others" honouraria. This has needlessly bogged down more essential matters;
hopefully that since separate
categories have been established,
the question of honouraria can be
completely forgotten.
These two items did however in.valve the usual degree of haggling
that has been common to all SAC
meetings so far this year. So much
haggling in fact that various members became perturbed by the
amount of time spent, especially on
issues and questions that had been
answered in past meetings . However, these grumblings served an
excellent purpose, as from then on
the meeting proceeded in a very efficient manner.
The next item brought to the
floor was a presentation of the request for a Seminary Newspaper
which would take the form of an
information bulletin. The Seminary
wishes to rid itself of the "over in
the corner' ' isolation it now feels
and felt that a newspaper would be
the best way to communicate with
the students of WLU. In addition ,
the Seminary representatives
added that a newspaper would aid
them in their correspondence with
other seminaries and religious institutions. The council moved and ·
passed the required amount for the
paper, $325, which will be used in
the production of eight issues and
one summer issue.
Next passed was the R6we and
Berner financial audit for the

period July I, 1973, to June 30,
1974. The discussion of the audit
was straightforward and was pleasing in its brevity.
This was yet another indication
that the members of the council
were willing to conduct themselves
in a manner consistent to that of a
mature university student.
The following question at hand
·was additional allocation of the
funds for the Turret. A sum of$565
was passed by council, which will
go towards such things as the altering of doors and fire equipment in
the pub in order to conform to the
Liquor Board Regulations.
Quickly passed in succession
were the Willison Hall constitution, which was a mere formality ,
and the ratification of Mark Robinson as SAC recording secretary at
an honourarium of $5 per meeting.
After briefing from Board of Publications President Warren Howard, the council also approved capi-

tal expenditures for shelves in the
Looton advertising office, a camera lens extension tube and reverse
ring for the photo department, and
three stools for layout purposes in
the Board of Publications.
One important item on the
agenda which was delayed to the
last did not make it to the floor.
This was a report on the Pub Committee which was of distinct importance. However, because the meeting was approaching 7 p.m. , V.P .
University Affairs Aubrey Ferguson brought up the point that he and
other council members had conflicting appointments at 7 p.m .
Blair Hanson therefore requested
that the meeting be adjourned to 7
p .m. last Sunday night, but the motion was defeated . Several council
members, despite having voted
down the motion, left the meeting
and since the quorum was lost, the
meeting could not properly continue. Therefore the Pub Commit-

tee could not be brought up before
council; the rest of the agenda was
covered, but items of information
(senate elections, booking of
T.A.), and items of discussion
(proposal for Pub Committee, Sunday night meetings , other business)
went by the boards. It is essential
that the Pub Committee be of prime
concern when the next meeting is
called.
For a change, it was refreshing to
go to last Thursday's SAC meeting .
As stated before , once the initial
strife was attended to, the meeting
progressed in an admirable fashion.
Perhaps if in future meetings, time
could be slightly better budgeted.
the meeting could be concluded in
about an hour and a half, quorum
could be maintained , the entire
agenda could be taken care of, and
the credibility of the council , which
has been so often threatened this
year, could be reinforced in its
proper dimension .
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The large black dots in the above picture were
not created by a myopic pop artist. They are the
remnants of the glue which once held up tiles like
those in the picture. These attractive and decora-

tives dots have been in residence for quite some
time. See page three for the first part of the Corc/' .1
investigation of the story behind maintenance
and residences.
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ment. With all the deductions taken
off, Ontario universities will be receiving an increase of7.4 percent.
The drop of 9 percent is particularly significant in the fact that the
present increase hardly covers the
spiraling inflation facing universities. In talking with Dr. Neale
Tayler, president of WLU, the
Cord learned that some items have
risen in cost as much as thirty or
forty percent. The present increase
will not come near to covering the
increase in costs, and some universities can expect to be running a
deficit this year.
The government is also considering lowering or abandoning the
B.I.U. formula for next year.
B.I.U.'s (Basic Income Unit) are
an allotment for each student according to the course he or she is
taking. They average around
$1,800 to $1 ,900, minus the tuition
charge. So on an average, WLU
would receive about $1200 per stu-

dent attending this institution.
(This figure is different for different
courses taken. Science and grad
students are "worth" more than
arts students.)
The government proposes to do
two things. One, they are considering dropping the B.I.U. plan altogether, a move that could be critical to an ailing university's finances. Secondly , they are proposingthatthe B.I.U. plan be cutdown
to bring it into line with other government spending on education,
which would also be disastrous.
Both of these plans, formulated
by Auld, and Premier William
Davis, (who as Minister of Education, raised tuition fees), are in direct contravention of a plan presented by University of Waterloo
President, Dr. B.C. Mathews, that
called for an increase of 16.5 percent in the B.I.U. grants .
Since the government is cutting
back the spending, what effect will

this have on universities? Firstly,
there will be several universities
that will be in the red. In an article
in the Globe and Mail of Monday,
November 18, a representative for
the University of Western Ontario
said that Western may be forced to
close its doors next year because of
its financial difficulties. Although
this seems an exaggeration, it is not
unlikely that many schools will be
running in the red next year.
The University of Guelph has already predicted a 2.5 million dollar
deficit for next year, and the University of Waterloo forsees a 3.5
million dollar deficit. Most of this
can be put off by dipping into reserve monies, money that would
have gone to maintenance and improvement , or programme development.
Class size at WLU will not drop,
as hoped. With the new austerity
there will only be enough funds to
hire ten teachers as opposed to the

twenty that were planned.
Obviously the glory days of the
sixties, when university spending
was unparalleled, · are over . In
Tayler's words, "universities
aren't the same priority as they
were," and it's hurting.
Complicating the cut backs is the
manner in which universities
budget for the coming year.
Budgeting is done on a "slip-year"
basis. This means that projected
figures, or the pro-forma budget are
done on this year's enrollment figures, which, for the most part, have
remained static at WLU this year.
If the enrollment drops drastically
next year, it is quite possible that
the whole budget could go off kilter. Seeing as the people who draw
up the budget have no way of exactly calculating the enrollment
figures, the budgeting is always
tentative and, with the continued
cutback in funding, there are rough
days ahead for universities.
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Tamiae's Bacchanalia
Semi-Formal
Featuring
Sacrifia
Nov. 30 8:00pm-1:00pm S.U.B.
$4.00 members $5.00 others
Available 1n 5-203A
and S.A.C. office

UoN'T GROPE AROUND JN THE DARK
LET US TURN-ON THE LIGHTS
How does a customer become a diamond expert?
By getting expert advice from a
professional jeweler you can trust ... from us.
People trust us for very good reasons .•.
we offer sound advice that turn on
the lights of diamond knowledge ... so you cari
be sure of the finest diamond.

DUNNETTE
JEWEllERS

30 KING W.
KITCHENER
©

STUCK IN BED?
SICK?

If you want your
motivation to infect
others, then there's
no reason why not.
Think about us and
yourself; then think
about what we can
accomplish together.
For more information on
the diocesan or religious
priesthood , contact
Priests of the Sacred Heart
Delaware, Ontario
NOL1EO

I

CALCULATOR~
Nov. 23-27
5% off on all models in stock
Featuring the SR50 Slide Rule Calcu

SALE ON POCKET

CALL US
WE DELIVER
AT NO CHARGE
TO YOU
• westmount place

X pharmacy

s78-88oo

MON-SAT 9 am - 10 pm
SUN and HOLIDAYS 11 am - 9 pm

Plus the -SRlO -SRll -SRJ~
-TI2500 -TI2550 -Mini Viet~

SAVE NOW
Makes a great Christmas gi~
Don't miss the demonstration
Tues. Nov. 26 from 1·4 ~m
Coffee Served
and Everyone Welcome

BOOI<STORE
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In both cases the entries con- caused by a lack of planning on
travene University policy as well as Holmes ' part. This seems entirely
Ontario law , a contravention of conceivable given the following
which Holmes himself is personally situation.
guilty.
Repairs were needed on pipes in
Complaints from residents and the washroom of floor Cl of ConIRC did not seem to have any afrad Hall. In September a crew arfect. Even a visit last year by a rived and made the repairs but begroup of Head Residents to the cause there were no tiles in storage
University President, Dr. Frank to seal the walls, the crew left, leavPeters, was not completely effec- ing the two bathtubs out of comtual. A memorandum from Peters mission. This forced the women to
to Holmes was issued which in- use the bathing facilities of other
structed the Superintendent to floors until early November when
make sure he and his men did not the crew returned and finished the
contravene the policy again. The work. The planning ability of the
next week a member of the Build- person responsible has to be quesings and Grounds crew entered a tioned when a crew is ordered to
Head Residents apartment without effect a repair when the parts
authorization and then notified the needed to finish the job are not in
couple later that he had done so. stock at the time.
Unfortunately, an apparent lack
Head Residents have enough trouble over lack of privacy in sharing a of planning is not the only factor
building with numerous other stu- involved in the disputes between
dents, without worrying about the the department and the residences.
Holmes' habit of enforcing Uniprivacy of their homes being igversity policies on others, yet
nored by Holmes and his staff.
In the past two weeks, a group of breaking the same policy himself,
repairmen have been installing should not go unnoticed.
Two years ago the Head Resiplates on the walls in Conrad Halls
rooms to cover the holes left in the dent of West Hall, (MacDonald
installation of phones and Radio House) Gary Jeffries owned a
cluttering this hallway, are actually being stored in bikeracks not provided by guess who? Laurier speakers. Notice was given sheep dog which lived in the Head~
Grounds.
to the Head Resident that the men Resident's apartment with he and
The question of whether or not a which it was used, and an exp- were coming for the first Saturday his wife. Mr. Holmes on numerous
.lovember 25th, at
of work. However, the Head Resi- occasions tried to enforce the unithe Library Board procedure for handling complaints lanatory note was left for the maid.
The next day Holmes personally dent was led to believe that the men versity policy which states that 'no
ftoperty Committee of and repair requests exists should be
of Governors will raised. If a procedure does exist visited the Barbrett's and found were Bell Telephone personnel. dogs or similar pets are allowed to
of the fiscal then why is the action not taken on o_n ly Mrs. Barbrett home. Mr. The crew that arri-ved iri a rented reside on campus. Yet last fall
for the commit- requests that are properly submit- Holmes requested to see the key truck had no identification except (1973) when Holmes himself lived
the chairman, Mr. ted? Requests from MacDonald ring, with which Mrs. Barbrett for the panels for the walls which on the University campus (32
(Board of Governors); House for dinnerware and cutlery, complied. Mr. Holmes then re- had been needed for over two Bricker A venue) he had a dog living
Giesbrecht, (V.P. frosting on door panels and cur- moved the two keys from the ring months. The men did not have pass with him in the house.
In another inciQent just this fall
Mr. Cliff Bilyea, tains for a TV lounge, submitted on on the spot and handed the ring keys and thus were only able to
Manager); Mr. September 9, 1974, have yet to back, and without explanation, install plates in the rooms in which Holmes turned down a request by
the occupants were home and gave Cliff Levy (Head Res Conrad Hall)
!Dean of Students); cause a response from Buildings left.
The method with which Mr. consent for them to enter.
to allow Cliff to store some of his
(Director of Resi- and Grounds. And these ~re just a
The following weekend the crew furniture in the storage areas in the
UJis Whitney, (Board few of the requests that have not Holmes handled this situation is unMr. Malford yet received any reply or consider- justifiable. If in fact University pol- arrived again; this time without basement of D wing, Conrad Hall.
icy dictates that Head Residents prior notice, hoping to complete in- Cliff Levy was informed that Uniof Build- ation.
Holmes has complete discretion are not allowed to have pass keys to stallation of the plates. Only with versity policy dictated that personand several
the faculty and stu- over which repairs will be acted custodial closets then why was the assistance of the Head Resi- nel furniture was not to be stored in
upon and at what time this action ·Miss Shelton issued these keys and dents and so'me Dons were the men University storage areas.
Holmes himself conveniently igwill occur. This power of discretion why did Holmes not correct his able to continue their work.
tlems on the agenda affects other policy areas as well.
error and request their return.
At the time of this article's writ- nored that policy in the previous
inspection of the
For example, control of all the Perhaps they did not know these ing, there were still two floors in fall of 1973 when he lived on camClllpus and the presen- university locks and keys is the re- keys existed until they were used. Conrad Hall to have installation pus. A check in the basement of
on the condition sponsibility of Holmes, however Either way Holmes was not fulfil- · completed. Work has not yet com- storage area of D wing Conqtd Hall
.scomoiled by the resi- his handling of this area leaves no- ling University policy. Into what
would have revealed Holmes'
menced in other Halls.
by the Inter- thing to be desired. The Chief of other areas this apparent lack of
These facts were not even skidoo, lawn tractor and personal
Security, John Baal, has pointed key control extends can only be brought to the attention of the Di- items of furniture.
out that his men do not have keys to guessed at.
These personal abuses of U nirector of Residence Halls by BuildThe abrupt and inconsiderate ings and Grounds. Perhaps the de- versity policies coupled with the
allow them access to the fire alarm
controls in the Central Teaching dealing with the Head Residents partment itself did not know this inefficiencies and incompetencies
Building and Student Union Build- seems to be a common occurence.
situation had occurred. Why the of the department suggest that
ing. If a false alarm occurred in one There have been many instances in work crew was not instructed in perhaps Holmes is not the man who
of these buildings (there was one the past where Buildings and Univer~ty repair policies (not that should be charged with the responlast week) the bells would automat- Grounds personnel have entered they are kept anyway), or even is- sibility of maintaining University
ically stop after a few minutes but Head Residents apartments with- sued pass keys to allow them to do property.
Security would have no way of re- out their knowledge or consent. their duties is yet another question This is the first of several parts in the
setting the alarms. A maintenance
These unauthorized entries have that should be directed at Holmes. Cord's investigation of maintenance
man would have to be called in to also occurred in residents rooms.
Perhaps the whole incident was and living condition& at WLU.
reset them. Seeing as there are not
Buildings and Grounds personnel
on the campus around the clock, it
is quite possible that one would
have to be called in from offcampus.
Besides the financial cost to the
university, (time and a half overtime) another potential danger exists. If a fire broke out while the
alarms were unarmed, the possible
loss of human life and the damage
to property would be incalculable.
How Holmes can justify this
enormous cost versus the cost of
and efficiency of issuing two keys to each of the sec1-L.m.ntotinn obvious1y
urity guards is unknown.
when resiHolmes records of keys and who
a list of dam- possesses them do not appear to be
worn furniture and as accurate as one would expect of
and then to have to the guardian of the University's
to the Property expensive property. For example,
action because the Mavis Shelton, former Head Resi·esponsible appears to dent of Women' s Residence (now
;arry out its respon- called Conrad Hall) was issued
pass keys to linen and custodian
closets as the residence submaster.
These keys were pass·ed on to the
next Head Resident, Tom Barbrett, who had occasion to use the
key to the linen closet to obtain one
set of fresh linen for emergency use
one night. The linen was removed The dinnerware, not seen in the above cupboards, (from MacDonald House) was the response to a
from the closet on tne tloor on request made in September for supplies for this kitchen; which incidentally, serves 40 women.
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Inside out
Despite the gurgling, slothful mumblings of the mad dog; in spite of
all the sanctimonious snivellings of the mind police; barring all the
interference from bastardized ,mental mutants that intercept the
thought patterns of one's mind; disregarding the calculated, spiteful
screaming from certain factions of ill repute; we, the journalistic
collective have managed, against what Howard Cosell called "the
insurmountable odds", to bring you another edition of the Cord
Weekly, that bastion of journalism, the beacon in the dark night which
stretches out to you with helpful aiding hands to lift you from the
syphilitic quagmire in which you wallow.
Claiming no compensation for hours spent toiling over the heated
keys of typewriters; finding no solace or consolation in the warm
bosom of a job well done; gaining only what seems to be ill-begotten
sleep and jeopardizing our bodies and minds, we have delved,
scratched, beaten, cajoled and extorted the real story and given it
straight to you, the ignominious student, to digest whatever part of it
you want.
One can peruse the sports pages, picking the points of interest to
one's own mind; contemplate the wonders, the joy and the magnificence of one and a half pages of fact; discern and learn the real from
the fictitious. The truth laid bare in front of you, staring you down like
the killer who just rode into town, it seems all too real, too intense for
the common, unapplied mind to comprehend, let alone create, in its
wonder. Yet each week, after innumerable nerve wrenching experiences and countless coverups, Campbell, the gangly wizard of the rink
of words, pushes forth another effort of lyrical magnificence.
Sports, ah sports, often the great leveller of humanity, it doesn't
always appeal to those who wish to engage their minds in pursuits
which take on the more esoteric and prosaic line. For those with such
inclination we gladly provide the section of the paper we commonly,
but fondly, refer to as the entertainment section. No need is overlooked, not one stone left unturned. Carpenter, that man of distinction,
of grandeur, of unaccountable grace and romance pulls himself from
another drunken stupor, caused by an unhappy and sad childhood, to
fill his allotted space with unceasingly magnificent works of writing.
Oh, that the finances and monies which control our erstwhile rag
must limit this person's greatness to one or two pages. The black hand
of finance descends each week so that we, sadly and unwillingly, must
tell john that he has been limited again. Alack, alack, we could let this
genius of the typewriters whose life has been racked and ruined by too
much demon whiskey and cheap women to rise from these dregs to
once again display his courage in the face of adversity, his talent
unharmed by the acrid odor often day old whiskey, his breath full of
the pungent odor of one too many Big Macs.
Providing fast, concise reporting of the news is a difficult job, made
no easier when there is a scarcity of news. But we persevere, pushing
on through a blizzard of lies, a storm of deceit to provide the facts
behind what is going on at Mr. Laurier's university. Henry, who I often
refer to in my editorial junkets, helps in an unfathomable manner.
Together, we, the editorial duo build stories that are akin to finely
performed music in their stunning introductions, full lush bodies and
their stunning, awe-inspiring endings.
As the Beethovens of news journalism, we are also ultimately responsible for providing the Cord each week. Batt! ing those who would
have us print seditious lies and deplorable scandal for scandal's sake,
we give it our all. Along with Messrs. Campbell and Carpenter, we, the
staff, the editorial board, the layout and production crew, try to provide an insight into the real thing.
Now this raving gets serious. When I said "we, the staff, the editorial
board, the layout and production crew" I mean the four of us. And it is
a lot of work.
I am tired of a lot of complaining on campus, bored with feeble
excuses for not writing, tired and numbed by the unceasing efforts
made by you people to be downright boring.
This is not what one would call an overly-active area. You gladly
accept the pub, drink in it, talk and smoke in it. You willingly support
the football team, so long as they win, and gratefully pick up your free
copy of the Cord each week.
It is very nice having nothing to do, very easy to say that university is
nice, is comfortable. Sure its comfortable, but who made it comforta- '
ble? People who had the guts, the gumption and the desire to make it
nice, easy and comfortable.
We try and find something of interest, something which would
excite some response, and each week it gets harder and harder and
each week we become more and more susceptible to disillusionment.
Why do I sit here and look over the whole campus at 4:00a.m. on
production night? I don't know and I probably never will, but I can
console myself in the fact that I am not one of the two thousand dullest,
most boring people I have ever encountered.
Fred Youngs

The person who helped with the collective effort which
produced this week's Cord: thanks to Helen Puharich

Man from glad
As a student at this university, I
feel absolute disgust at the manner
in which the Torque Room is kept
clean, or perhaps I should say unclean.
It never gets to the point that one
would call sanitary. At anytime of
the week one can go in and find
where some inconsiderate student
dumped an ashtray around the
chair, or the remnants of someone
or another's lunch, left to dry ouJ.
Why students can't make an effort
and throw away their garbage is
beyond me. It seems that since they
are now in university, such menial
tasks are below them and it is not
necessary to clean up after themselves because someone else will
do it.

Do you like to sit in filth when
you eat? I know I don't, and I make
sure that my place is clean when I
leave, out of consideration to the
next person.
Bob Wall

More on Mac
In case some have mistaken the
MacDonaldians for yakking spoilts
or unsatisfiable bitches, overplaintive and unappreciative, I
should like to state that this is just a
case of utter apathy arising from
ignorance of the situation in MacDonald House. What we petition
for now is only what we were promised and what the administration
failed to give us.
Aspects listed in the article
'MacDonald House airs great grievances' last week are by no means
exhaustive. For the same stipulated residence and dining hall fee
($1, 100) which we paid, the
facilities in MacDonald House are
far too crude, far too austere, far
too inconvenient and this has been
the case for far too long. Our
kitchen installation (let aside the

dearth of dishes and decent utensils), washroom facilities, bedroom
furniture and lightings, leisure and
recreational lounges ... you name
it, are in no way a comparable
match for other female residences.
What we are demanding now is
not a luxurious environment, but
essentials for a homey life, namely
alarm systems, a telephone system,
ventilation and reasonable furniture in our barren lounges.
One of the functions of the petition is to assert our rights promised
by the administration and to remind
them they still have promises to fulfill in case they have 'carelessly'
forgotten.
It is high time they start gathering
up their 'memory' and start rolling
up their sleeves to get things done.
Tze-Van Lam

Magic markers
There is a situation at this school
which I would like to enquire
about. It is the use of markers by
faculty in grading their students'
essays and exams.
I recently received a very poor
mark on an essay which I admit was
very hastily prepared and likely deserved close to or the mark it received. I have no complaints about
the actual grade itself.
What I do wish to complain
about are the asinine comments accompanying the corrected paper.
To say on one side of the page that
the fact is irrelevant is fine, but
when it is put on both sides of the
page about the same fact, I think
that is both redundant and "rubbing it in". Other comments such
as ''Whatmade you say this?'', and
"How could you possibly think
this?" are also immature and unnecessary.
The professor can try to get
around the entire situation by saying that he/she has also looked at all

some classes, it is
that the student should
right to at least know the
the person who marked
paper. Perhaps this ·
the tide of sarcastic
who seem to think that
the "God-given" talent
what a student should
in his/her essay.
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hard to stop them from getting
worse, as one Richard Nixon
would undoubtedly attest to. Following on the heels of the Carleton
East defeat now comes what appears to be the death of Davis's
much heralded magnetic levitation
transportation system. As if this
were not enough, the opposition
parties at Queen's Park have dug
up facts about an Ontario Housing
Corporation land purchase in the
Milton area. The government
wanted this land as part of a land
bank project, paying the companies
owning the land enough to provide
them with over a million dollars
profit. Most of this land was purchased by these companies less than a
year ago, meaning that they turned
a profit of over a million dollars
simply by buying land and holding
it for a short while. All questions
about the morality of land speculation aside, this transaction necessarily raises doubts about the Davis
government. Is it so gullable that
it will pay any price for any land?
Or was someone in the OHC

merely helping out a friend who
wanted to make a million or so in a
hurry? Undoubtedly more such
problems will arise. When a man
and his government are down, it
becomes great fun to kick and find
new ways to kick.
No doubt Mr. Davis feels quite
put upon. Last weekend a Toronto
Star popularity poll placed him at
about the same ltwel of popularity
as a rabid fox and another poll indicated that a majority of the people
of Toronto want the Spadina Expressway to be built, something
which Davis now stands categorically against. Old allies are rapidly
flying from him, like rats leaving a
doomed ship. Even radio station
CFRB not noted for a rock-theboat-attitude, has interviewed
Davis in a manner more suited to a

Student, lots of experience,
cleans and repairs typewriters. Two day service, free pickup. Also has rentals and a
few machines for sale. No
ripoff. Call Bill at 634-5592
after 4:00.

NEED OWN
TRANSPORTATION
RR 1 NEW DUNDEE
10 miles from school
Phone 696-3116

public enemy than an inspirational
leader.
Mr. Davis should perhaps take a
lesson in quieting the opposition
from the federal Liberal government. Mr. Trudeau and friends , seeing the Conservatives looking essentially mindless after the last
election, have a quieted, decimated
size, has been slightly more troublesome. With Ed Broadbent storming about unjustified corporate price increases, the liberals
met the challenge head-on by ordering an inquiry into steel prices.
The inquiry proved the prices justified and reduced Broadbent to an
astonished 'no comment'. A recent
TV inquiry into beef prices also
managed to justify their increases
and in effect pulled the floor from

under the NDP approach. What is
left to scream about if corporate
prices are really justified? On the
whole, Ed and the boys look
slightly foolish and are therefore
neutralized , giving Trudeau and
friends clear and pleasant sailing.
Perhaps, however, it is too late
for royal Bill and company to run
any neutralizing attempts. The best
strategy may be merely to suffer in
silence and try to keep the lid on
any further government bungling.
After a while, if the pressure stays
on, maybe the sympathy and unfair
criticism vote may pull him
through. As I remember, however,
once having gleefully chased the
rabid fox until it drops from exhaustion, they usually shoot and
bury it so the disease won't spread.

FOR RENT
2 OR 3 ROOMS
UPSTAIRS OF FARMHOUSE
SHARE KITCHEN & BATH

get bad it is rather

..

NOVEMBER
22 & 23
' .

MILVERTON
19 miles north of
Stratford on Route 19
RETURN THIS COUPON TO GET YOUR SPECIAL

COUNTRY ROCK
&BLUEGRASS
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Budgeting: The wherefore and the why
by Tom Garner
the street or to an obliging estabWhat's worth 1.2 million dollars, lishment downtown (no commerlost four thousand doll-ars, and con- cial messages, please) if the prices
fuses the average student? If you or the selection are not to your likguessed the combined Bookstore, ing.
Dining Hall, Torque Room and
On the other hand , an alternative
Student Union, you win a chance to
philosophy
is that the campus
read the rest of this article.
Even allowing for the $16,000 in bookstore as such is something
rent, which is a' 'cost' ' of question- which the university is obliged to
able validity if the need for a book provide, and should not be restore on campus is accepted, the stricted in its practices by convensurplus the Bookstore turns on its tional cost accounting. U. of W.'s
bookstore adheres to this point of
merchandise is modest enough.
If it is seen as an alternative pro- view; it pays no rent, and its prices
vided by the university to other are lower, if not by much.
commercial sources of books and
This university once had a repusupplies, it cannot be considered a tation for good dining hall food.
rip-off, for one can always go down Now the quality of the food is such

that students of other upiversities
are moved to vomit in amazement
at the constitution that can digest
the daily offering. This is the result
of a financial squeeze reflected in
the sizeable loss incurred by the
dining hall this past year.
The budget does not specify, but
if the mortgage covers the entire
Dining Hall building, you are paying for the actual dining hall and
kitchen (why not), the upstairs
(rarely used), the fully equipped
upstairs kitchen (used only for formal occasions; I ate there once, but
I was lucky), the upstairs lounge
(ditto), the staircase (why split
hairs),
and
the
foyer/
washrooms/coatrack area at the

top of the stairs (part of the dining
hall?)
If this is the case, the loss incurred by the dining hall is exaggerated. Don't expect modern accounting to give you better food.
Over the spread of almost a fifth
of a million dollars, a deficit of sixteen hundred for the Torque Room
is very close to exact break-even,
which is the way it was meant to be.
Here there are no rents or mortgages to muddy the picture, no heat
or light to pay. While this allows the
Torque to look viable while charging lower prices, it appears to be
inconsistent with the accounting of
the other services.

As far as the adm1
concerned, "Student L
just the costs and there
volved in the SUB
The costs are the
maintenance costs,
venues are the
the fee SAC pays the
maintenance. These
balance exactly, and
close enough, even if
paid, which it didn't.
The forum will be htld
nesday November, 27 Ia
Ballroom, from 3:00 to 4:1.
tions can be submitttd It
McKay on the upper no.
Student Services Buildinlyour interest that you all

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE, FOOD SERVICES & STUDENT UNION
STATEMENT OF PROFIT & LOSS FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1974
Dining
Hall
$
450,854

Torque
Room
$
196,835

226,014
187,410
6,140

109,363
85,306

5,625

9,116
387
4,841
4, 776

1,064
82
1,284
1,281

Bookstore
$
519,322

Income
Cost of Goods Sold
Wages & Benefits
Heat, Light, Power & Water
Rent
Supplies
Insurance
Repairs & Renewals
Laundry
Telephone
Miscellaneous
New Equipment
Freight & Exchange
General Expenses (Note)

398,916
63,395

656
570
4,167
8,945
972

600
3,306

100

Operating Expenses

509,076

442,590

10 .]~a.f

- - -.3, 2uC..:

198,480

Operating Surplus (Deficit)
Less Mortgage (P. & -! . )' · ·~""

16,000
3,830

--

-

Net Surplus (Deficit)
Note:

~

Student
Union
$
65,150

(11,079)

$

16,218
7,984
675
310
1,163

26,350

(1, 645)

38,800
~.fl ~Q_fU

19,343

10,246

To tal

(1, 645)

(2,163)

General expenses for the bookstore consist of the following:

$
4,301
588
1,039
937
370
(263)

Item
Administration
Computer
Travel & Dues
Advertising & Promotion
Extension Centres
Miscellaneous Income

6,972

WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY RESIDENCES
STATEMENT OF PROFIT & LOSS FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL30, 1974

Income
Wages & Benefits
Heat, Light, Power & Water
Supplies
Insurance
Repairs & Renewals
Laundry
Telephone
New Equipment
Miscellaneous
Operating Expenses
Operating Surplus (Deficit)
Less Mortgage (P. & I.)
Net Surplus (Deficit)
Net Surplus (Deficit) per Resident
Number of Residents

Conrad
Hall
$

McDonald
House
$

Willison
Hall
$

Little
House
$

142 444

47 904

86 847

89 939

15,726
9,633
865
374
5,167
1,300
235
(77)

31,965
13,061
1,100
590
12,108
2,208
66

31,754
14,442
880
636
3,586
2,494
237
(756)
11

49,453
24,049
1,450
1,034
31,828
4,311
3,865
(1, 123)
16

3, 714

Euler
Residence
$

Leui>old
Residence
$

22
7,272
3,947
725
186
2,629
680
143
(363)

114 883

33 223

812

53 284

15 219

27,561
71 013

14,681
22 460

22,035
33 944

36,655
4 934

- 7, 335

11

7,118
4,687
725
207
2,200
389
113
(357)
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and since, most
government policy
rightwards towards a
restriction which is
at reducing the
unemployed unin the country.
Liberal style - it
demands to which
pragmatically and
. This scenario was
by the FLQ crisis in
d is happening all the
to see that there

can be
justification for rellllligration - given the
of the Liberal Governan economy which is,
like it or not, dedi-

the statistics, the ramyths persist. The
s were accused of
jobs in the middle
se of stealing white
111 California at the turn
The Jews in Gersmall business

Thus it has been that a standard
response to unemployment- or its
spectre - has been, across the
world, to ban immigration.
It is a policy that is particularly
attractive to the Liberals at this
time. If we leave aside the minor
inconvenience that the government
could lose some of its support
amongst the immigrants, by discriminating against their brothers
and sisters, uncles and aunts (we'll
come back to that one*) we can just
check offthe advantages. In no particular order.
One advantage is that cutting
down on immigration looks like a
hard nosed nationalistic policy, and
whilst nationalism has always
seemed wrong to economic continentalists amongst the Liberals,
they have no objection whatever to
trying to cut down on the influx of a
few foreign workers.
The picture of that child of the
universe, Pierre Elliot Tru.deau,
stemming the tides of black welfare
chiselers and garlic chewing gangsters is almost as appealing to the
orange mentality as was the sight
of the same man playing counterinsurgent chief of staff in 1970.
"After all, we all say :fuddleduddle' occasionally."
The second advantage of a ban
on immigration is that it doesn't
work. After all Canada has fairly
long borders and if there's work to
be done you bet people will find
their way here to do it.
Of course they won't be here officially, they won't show up in unemployment figures, join Unions,
insist on minimum wages, vote
against the Government, moan
about slum housing - they will do
their best to remain hidden, quiet,
causing no trouble. Model citizens
in fact. And, whenever public attention needs diversion, we canal-

ways have a round up - a man
hunt. Harrowing court cases. Stem
judicial finger wagging. The rule of
law upheld. Canada saved from
over-population!
This last will especially appeal to
the freaks-a sort of prerequisite of
Zero
Population
Growth,

sive. And if jobs, in fact, do not
grow more plentiful then the Liberals will reply "how much worse,
then, would the situation be if we
hadn't stemmed the floods of immigration." In politics you can
have it both ways.
The arguments in favour of im.._ft'"<'+.
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;'Get the hell out of it, this is a White Man's Grave!"

Canada's contribution to world
population year.
Another advantage is that it will
appeal to the lowest kind of labour
conciousness. It can be presented,
and is being so, as an essentially
anti-Capitalist measure. A planned
labour force- competition for jobs
will be stifled, wages will thus rise
as jobs increase and workers fall
into short supply.
The reasoning is specious, but
attractive, and if it can be packaged
up with a crude anti-Americanism
it will certainly drive the major International Unions to the defen-

migration controls go on - "are
you against uncontrolled growth? I
thought so. Well, over 60 per cent
of immigrants crowd into three
major urban centres."
And then of course the argument
which seals it from the Governments point of view is that whilst
both opposition parties know that
the policy is immoral and idiotic,
few Tory or NDP politicians,
sadly, will go out on a limb to oppose it in principle. And if they do,
then God help them, if He's got a
vote.
If there is a case to be made for

Let the drinker beware
out adequate testing. Fifty people cancer-causing chemical. It was fidied before it was finally realized nally banned in 1972.
that cobalt consumed with alcohol
Does this surprise you? The
can cause fatal heart damage. The FDA, which has the authority to
Food and Drug Adminstration make all food and beverage com(FDA) has since outlawed the use panies list the additives they use on
of cobalt additives. Today you are the label, has excluded beer comlikely to find propylene glycol algi- panies from the normal labeling
nate, gum arabic or "high- law-instead they are only remolecular weight polysaccaride" quired to list the alcoholic content.
After it was discovered that cobalt
was killing people in the 1960's,
Ill
,.wn ..... .....doctors were among those who
WIK*-U.U•
- _.. ...tritlou.
complained about the inadequate
labeling. They pointed out that if it
had been known that cobalt was

...................

_.....,.._ ... _
..................
....................

......
companies, anxi- in your brew just to insure a sudsy
thm competitors, looking suds.
chemical means to
Your favorite beer may have
brewing process. more additives than foam stabilizmore they reduced ers however. A protein-digesting
content in favor enzyme, such as papin, is often
smaller the head added to prevent beer from getting
beer. Convinced cloudy when very cold. To kill unbeer without a lot wanted micro-organisms a dollop
companies began of helptyl paraben may be added.
"foam stabilizer". One preservative used in beer,
hit upon cobalt, diety! pyrocarbonate, was found to
ok'd with- lead to the formation of urethan, a

present in the beer their patients
had been drinking, the doctors
would probably have been able to
perform a proper diagnosis and
save some of the patients.
As a result of such cost-cutting
operations as chemical brewing,

major brewers have been able to
squeeze hundreds of smaller brewers out of business. Compared to
750 brewers in 1935, today there
are only 146. Five companies control fifty percent of the market, and
fifteen companies control fourfifths. The "big three" brewers,
Budweiser, Schlitz and Pabst have
increased their share of the $12 billion market from 25 percent to 40
percent during the last decade.
With oligopoly coming to the
beer business, the public suffers.
After a national brand wipes out a
local by sdective price cutting, the
price of beer goes back up , this time
without competition to control it.
To top it all off, local taste preferences get standardized, or
"Howard Johnsonized". The brewers have their own term for the
process however, it's called "shaking out the market."

~
(thanks to Michael Jacobson of
Environmental Action)

restricting immigration, it's the sort
of case made by saner Canadian
Nationalists, and it relates to the
highly educated immigrant whose
motives in coming to Canada are
wholly material and unrelated to
either an employment situation or
political persecution in their native
lands.
But this is one area of immigration which the Government will not
touch. Because the alternative to
drawing in trained doctors, engineers or even journalists is an improvement and broadening of the
educational system, which the
governments in Canada, provincial
or federal, will not engage in. The
failures of education in Canada are
papered over by the constant immigration of highly trained men and
women whose ease of entry will be
most unlikely to be affected by the
legislation.
More centrally we could point to
the inadequacy of Canadian technical education by looking at the
vast numbers of British, Dutch,
and German apprentices who have
come to Canada in the last few
years.
It is this last argument which is
going to demonstrate the essential
racism of the legislation, but the
point is almost too obvious to make
-of course the legislation is racist,
it need not even be deliberately racist, any immigration policy which
doesn't include positive encouragement to people from the underdeveloping countries to come here
is bound to be effectively racist, for
it is precisely from those countries
that it is most difficult, financially,
socially and in every other way to
make the move to Canada. What is
significantly racist about the legislation is that it is designed to appeal
to racist instincts and to increase
racial tensions.
*No we won't. We'll deal with it in
a footnote; the most obvious thing
for the Liberals to do would be to
allow near relations in as a
'privilege' and after application
through the local government office or better yet the Liberal M.P.'s
office. This would have the advantage of solving the problem, avoiding any family separations and
being a really beautiful source of
free patronage for the party
machine.

Doctor
Strange love
LOS ANGELES (CUP-ZNS)
Do you remember that 1964 movie
"Doctor Strangelove", the story
about a crazed German military
advisor to the President of the
U.S.?
Stanley Kubrick, the movie's director, reports that none other than
Doctor Henry Kissinger was the
personality that inspired the
character of the mad scientist.
According to the Los Angeles
Herald Examiner, Kubrick claims
to have met Kissinger at a party
when the film was being planned.
At the time, Kissinger was a Harvard professor, active in foreign affairs, and a special foreign policy
advisor to Nelson Rockefeller.
Kubrick was apparently so
struck by Kissinger's demeanor
that he decided to incorporate elements of the future Secretary of
State's personality into the character "Doctor Strangelove."

•

Reviews and Ove rv1ews
Classic Comments: a week in a sweep
by Andrew Wedman
Friday night, Franzpeter
Goebels continued the series of excellent concerts sponsored by the
Canadian German Society at the
Kitchener Public Library. In past
years, this organization has
brought pianist Detlief Kraus and
other noted German performers to
the area.
Unfortunately, I could not make
it to the first half of the performance. Goebels divided the program between works, both old and
new, all of which were performed
with finesse. The program included
Bach's "Whatet Auf', an organ
prelude arranged for piano by Bussoni and the Mozart "Fantasie in D
minor" and "Variations on 'La
Belle Francoise"'. The more contemporary Bartok "Rhondo on a
peasant theme" and Stravinsky's
"Sonata 1924 in three movements"
also were performed extremely
well. The people I spoke to told me
that the piece and particularly the
Stravinsky were the highlights of
the evening.
The second half was very rewarding, beginning with the Beethoven "Fantasie" op. 77, a work

rarely heard in concert. It was Beethoven and Murry-Schafer.
played quite convincingly. Goebels The program opened with the
next performed the .Stockhausen "Fantasy for Piano, Chorus and
"Piano Piece No.9". Herr Goebels Orchestra (Choral Fantasy)" by
explained some of the intricacies of Beethoven. This work which unthe piece and the intentions of the fortunately has been somewhat
composer in writing such work. neglected was written as a dry run
Stockhausen is noted for his for the final movement of the ninth
strange experiments in electronic symphony. The main solo work is
music. Particularly effective were provided by the piano with the
the passages which made use of the chorus taking part only near the
harmonics inherent in the piano. end.
This was achieved by playing a
The pianist, Irmagard Braunchord softly in the bass and then Baerg was noticeably competent
sounding notes on the harmonic of despite inferior piano with which
the held bass chord in the treble. I she worked.
quite enjoyed this unusual and
The Murray-Schafer "Trenody"
stimulating piece.
explores in dialogue and sound the
The last piece on the program experiences of children involved in
was the difficult yet very beautiful the holocaust of Nagasaki.
Pachelbel variations on "Werde Whether one could consider this
munter, mein Gemute". He played music or not is irrelevant. The
some of the Schubert German sound produced was gripping and
dances for an encore. In these two terrifying. I felt that the audience
pieces the .height of lyricism was was entranced with his work parachieved. Bring this man back, we ticularly as it was so close to reneed more refined performers of membrance day.
The final work was the "Beeththis caliber.
Sunday night the K-W Philhar- oven Mass in C major''. This magmonic Choir and the K-W Sym- nificent work has long been overphony under the direction of How- shadowed by the "Missa Solemard Dyck performed works by nis". The vocal soloist for the

Beethoven works were Anna
Chornodolstra, soprano; Janice
Taylor, contralto; Albert Green,
tenor and James Bechtal, bassbaritone. I felt that Mr. Bechtel's
voice did not have the ringing quality usually attributed to baritone
voices but apparently other
baritones have had similar problems in this building. Narrators for
the "Trenody" were from Eastwood Collegiate Institute.
Mr. Dyck held the forces of the
orchestra and choir in effective
control throughout. This was a
most impressive and successful beginning to the symphony choral
series.
Barrie Cabena played a program
of "Organ Music from Vienna," at
St. Peter's Lutheran Church,
Kitchener. He played two fugues
by Albrechtsberger, followed by
the Fantasy in F minor-major from
musical clock by Mozart. Here
Cabena used very interesting registration which demonstrated
clearly the classical aspect of this
work while expanding the scope of
the music by not confining himself
to the limitations of the instrument
for which the music was composed.

Beethoven also wrote mu
musical clock. This suite.onc
early works, was also pia)
the clear articulation forwh
artist is noted. Brahm 11
featured in two chorale
Prelude and Fugue in Gm
Two composers who e •
were played extensivelv
Franz Schmidt whose cente
we celebrate this year and
Heiller, the great German
and composer, who recen
fered a stroke, forcing him
eel his North American tour
Schmidt wrote a great
four excellent chorale
the "variations and Fugue
Original Theme" were
The program concluded
for the celebration of
Catholic Mass, "In festo
Christi" by Heiller. Thi
played the resources of the
and the brilliant conclu 10n
The "Beggars Opera·· 1
performed at U. of W., an
there does not promise to
fantastic singing, but after
ing the dress rehearsal. I
diet it will provide great
and all.

by John Carpenter
Peter Gzowski's Book About This
Country in the Morning
Peter Gzowski
Hurtig Publishers
The title of this book is rather
deceiving, as it does not really describe the actual content therein,
but rather the origin of its material.
Peter Gzowski is a famous, mod·ern day, Canadian, who once
edited Macleans magazine and
wrote for the Star Weekly. In 1971
he became the host of an early
morning show on the CBC entitled
This Country in the Morning and
the response by both the audience
and the contributors was overwhelming.
This, then, is a unique collection
of the contributions with an introduction by Gzowski himself. The
individual articles range from
stories on Team Canada '72 to how
to make a kite. The construction of
the book is reminsicent of those old
Reader's Digest Omnibus' that I
used to read as a kid, or a more

update version of the Whole
Catalogue. It literally con!JJ
erything.
Iv. spite of the varied
however, Gzowsk1
keep it uniquely Canad1an.
inclusion of conversauo
such people as Lester B.
W.O. Mitchell, John
and Pierre Trudeau.
For those of you who
about "-the great Canadian
there are even sample draft
throughout the text. Don't
to sit down and read thi
entirety, it is impossible.
kind of thing you pick up
you've nothing else to do.
retiring, and read a
time. I still haven't fini hed
probably never will,
are certain things which
and reread.
This delightful book,
Canadian innuendo
Gzowski has presented
and if you've listened
show, read any of his
a Canadian you'll enjoy 11.

Disc: Who Documented

by John Carpenter
Odds and Sods
The Wh()
Track Records MCA-2126
The oldest rock band in existence, The Who, have released
another masterpiece entitled Odds
and Sods. The title is a very appropriate description, in that the whole
thing is a collection of out-takes
and leftovers from previous albums. This concept is very interesting because it allows the listener to follow the band's progression through its varied stages of
creativity. The period of the songs
moves from the old stuff during
Townshend's reckless "My Generation" days right through to more
modern versions taken from the
Quadraphenia period of present
day.
There are two outstanding selec-

tions on this album, both of which
were written in 1972, and the influences here seem to be a combination of both the Tommy and Quadraphenia styles. These songs "Too
Much of Anything" and "Long
Live Rock" are almost complete
opposites in tempo, but the obvious
influences are the same. They both
contain excellent vocal harmonizing and some great Peter
Townshend guitar licks. Another
notable is "Pure and Easy", taken
from Townshend's mildly successful album, Who Came First. The
sound is identical to the original except for the use of a few more voices and a large cut in the playing
time.
One of the major faults of this
band is their tendency to constantly
repeat lyrics and/or music, and
create a product, which, as a result

of this, can become very boring. A
number of these cuts should have
been overlooked when this album
was put together, because of this
problem.
Another difficulty is with some
of the singing done by a band which
is better suited to driving, almost
Stones style lyrics. A couple of the
selections on this release have
lyrics which are disgustingly
sugar-coated almost to the point of
sounding like something by Andy
Kim or Gilbert O'Sullivan.
The salvation of the whole thing
and that which makes this album
great, at least as far as I am concerned, comes as a result of the display
of the band's progression through
the various stages of rock and roll
stardom. It's almost like listening
to an historical document on plastic.

That's Entertainment
We require the services of: drama, book and art
ers;·cartoonists, graphix artists, typists and lln,mn;~ 
who wishes to write for the entertainment section of
paper. Please come to the Cord Office (2nd floor
any time during this or next week and talk to us.
experience is necessary and we're very friendly.

The Cord Weekly
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hrie clowns the night away.
never cease? Arlo
his concert right on
late. Taking this
ofthmgs to come, I
very optimisseems to have
the son of the
singer Woody
tyl~ seems to be a
,froth his illustrious
'lian\ influence. So,
when I decided to
ert. was a talented
he disappointment
never got down to
IS

the business of playing music. He
screwed around and told s.ome
stories which were for the most
part idiotic, but he never really got
down to playing his fine music.
Perhaps I should have expected
this; as I was told by others who
have attended his concerts before,
but the whole thing was frustrating
when you realize the potential of
this m.usician. He played with his
audience but never seemed to be
able to communicate with them, a
demonstration of utter arrogance.
In spite of the criticism, there
were a number of good points. You
member the old song from Alice's
Restaurant, called "I don't want a

Pickle"? Well, it was turned into a
hilarious story, but this and every
other story were just a rearrangement of "Alice's Restaurant."
Guthrie himself, says he doesn't
know how he can do the same stuff
for eight years, and get away with
it, let alone make a living out of it,
and after hearing the show I wonder myself.
The_ only good thing to come out
of this mess was an announcement
before the show to the effect that
there would be no more concerts in
the U of W Phys Ed building.
Thank God for this. The place has
acoustics like the inside of a cannon.

the heels of hard times.
lark Everard

cuts like "Blue Collar" and
Turner Overdrive is "Gimme Your Money Please", it
s hottest band, was turned down flat by Warner
the move towards Brothers, the company that a
of Sorth America's Bachman-based group had already
of their three albums done two records for. Bachman
a million copies and ended up paying for the album himshipped gold. self, drawing largely on his earnwere not always so ings from the Guess Who years.
.. and their struggle With salaries and other expenses
the difficulties added onto the album costs of
by a new Cana- $30,000, he was soon into the group
for over $90,000.
formed in late 1972,
Efforts were now redoubled to
ing small dates in
find a record company. Bachman
therr home town of
firS"! tried most of the labels in
They had their hard
Canada, but didn't even receive
en then and were
acknowledgement from any of
one crt. However,
them. He then went to all of the
was hard to get, U.S. companies, fitting trips to
bad reputation L.A. between engagements. No
had received
one expressed interest even though
the Guess Who to
every company visited was furnished with a cassette copy of the
album. Bachman estimates that at
least 200 of these albums were distributed, at a cost to him of over $50
each.
B.T.O. was in very serious financial straits when Bachman finally bumped into an acquaintance
who worked for Mercury. The
friend promptly signed the group.

and intriguing, that it will leave you
breathless with wonder and stunned at the absolute poetic beauty.
So, without much further ado, and

With the deal completed in May of
1973 and the album released a
month later, Mercury and B.T.O.
have never looked back.
The album that every record
company in North America turned
down at one time has yielded two
singles and gone on to sell over
400,000 copies. B. T.O. has every
reason to gfoat over their success.
NEWS ... David Clayton-Thomas
has rejoined BLOOD, SWEAT
AND TEARS ... CHILLIWACK
has a new album and single, Ridin'
High and "Crazy Talk",
respectively ... Anne Murray has a
soon to be released l.p. entitled
Most Highly Prized Possession.
REVIEWS ... APRIL
WINE
LIVE is an uneven album, but does
manage to capture the power of this
group in concert. April Wine loses
or gains little on the way from
studio to stage, so the reasoning
behind this album is obscure. This
is especially true in that, with one
exception in each case, the
previously-recorded material does
not receive better treatment and
the new material is not very good.
The exception in the first case is the
tighter version of the obligatory
"Coulda Been a Lady", and in the

as promptly as possible I will tell
you thejoke. What did the chair say
to the table? Answer: Dick Tracy.
Get it? Neither does anyone else.

---------.,I
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inment

for the price of
a medium pizza
expires Dec. 31/74

103 King St. North
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Arlo actually sang and played throughout the concert, but his joking
and clowning ruined the evening.

'Ql::o

1it ...

trHURS. NOV. 21
Tournament, all day $2, consola-SAC Pub with Major Hoople's tion final and final in evening $2,
Boarding House in the Turret; ad- Complex.
mission $1, doors open at 8:00pm .
SUN. NOV. 24
-WLU
Scholarship Concert,
FRI. NOV. 22
-OHA Major Jr. A Hockey, David Falk-baritone, Delores
Kitchener Rangers vs Sault Ste. Dueck-accompanist; Rm. 3Cl5,
Marie Greyhounds, 8:00 pm, 3:30pm admission $1 for students.
Kitchener Auditorium.
-"Waterloo County-A Closer TUES. NOV. 26
Look". Fourth in a weekly series -Shakespearian Film- Henry V
of 6 parts: "The Changing Role of with Sir Laurence Olivier at the
Sports" by Bruce Kidd, 8:00pm in Kitchener Public Library Auditorium, 8:00pm.
Rm. lEI. Admission $2.
-SAC Pub with Junction 'in the -SAC Films, Play It Again Sam
Turret; admission $1, doors open at and Casablanca, two showings:
8:00pm.
7:30 and 10:00 pm in Rm lEI. ad-WLU Invitational Basketball mission $1.
tournament, afternoon and evening
doubleheaders: $1.50 each.
WED. NOV. 27 -Psych Society Meeting, 5:00pm.
-WLU Basketball vs. Brock, 8:00
SAT. NOV. 23
-WLU Invitational Basketball pm, in the Athletic Complex.
second case, the beautiful ''I'm on
Fire for You." April Wine has had
better efforts.

TEACHERS
OUTDOOR LEADERS
The Company of the Cross
(Anglican) is recruiting new
members, married or single,
to train as teachers and outdoor leaders in its Western
Canadian Boy's Schools.
Applicants should have at
least 2 years post secondary
education, be prepared to
participate in rugged canoe,
snow shoe and dog-sled
programs, and work for a
token salary and living essentials.
For interview, write:
Minister,
Company of the Cross
3 Linden Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario

wke
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ~ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ******

Insight Out
This is the time of year when a lot of students wonder why they are
forking out thousands of bucks and getting a duodenal ulcer in return.
Reasons? Number one, mid-terms, number two, essays, number three,
seminars, number four, reports. Don't worry, if you haven't got a ride
to the Loa, any of these four will drive you there.
I know, the thought of packing back a twelve pack seems quite
attractive at this time of year, but there are lots of other things to do to
relreve tension and offset the pre-Christmas study booze, er blues.
There is a big weekend of football coming up both on the university
and professional level. Party time tomorrow night as the College' Bowl
is being held in Toronto between perennial rivals U ofT Blues and the
Western Mustangs. Ticket sales for the event are astronomical and
conceivably there could be a full house atC.N.E. stadium forthe Great
Outhouse Race. I mean, why else would anyone pay good money to
go watch the second and third best teams play football?
Seriously, I think the Blues will triumph as they did over the Stangs in
the regular season play, with a better combined offense than the
Western team. The game will probably be fairly high scoring, with
hi-lites being Bill Robinson's passing for the Stangs and the running of
halfback Mark Bragagnolo for the Blues. If either should be stopped
their team is in big trouble. Blues should have the partisan crowd
behind them, so you can't really go against an undefeated team under
those circumstances. The best action will be afterwards at Ontario
Place, if I know the Lady Godiva Memorial Band.
Sunday afternoon, another excuse to ditch the books. I mean, what
good is a Grey Cup game without a Grey Cup party? Better watch the
sauce though, as the drying out period til 9 a.m. Monday comes pretty
fast. Should be a good game with the Alouettes and Eskies both
providing exciting offense. I'm looking for a high scoring game with
the Eskimos pulling it out in the end. For Doug Smith's sake, hope the
Larks prevail, but then again, the Eskies have Bob McGregor and Paul
Markle, more vintage WLU grads. Either way our school is represented. Might be nice for the CFL's sake to send the dish out west for
a year, they've had hard times since the Stampede boys lucked in over
the Argo's in '71.
Back to the local scene, there are also plenty of ways to relieve the
pressure of exams right here on campus. Right this very weekend at the
Complex there is a b-ball tournament which can be caught anytime
Friday or Saturday, with the championship games on Saturday at 6:30
and 8:30p.m. In addition the swimming relays could be a different sort
of relaxation for those so inclined to spectate; it also takes place
Saturday.
One of the healthier ways to keep in top physical and mental shape
during "skule bloos" is to be involved in intramural sports. There's no
way that two or three hours of sport a week are going to make you flunk
a business-exam or geography essay. And the possibilities offered are
so varied; hockey, bowling, skating, squash, tennis, basketball, badminton, curling and so many more. If you're not involved in intramurals this is the time of year that you become the big loser.
I'm not saying to ditch the books in favour of all the recreation you
can get. But even a swim in the complex, a pick-up basketball game or
batting around a squash ball for an hour can be a great break from
steady study.
Well, hope this helps you to rid yourself of the pre-Christmas blues.
If, after all my suggestions, you still find yourself cultivating an ulcer,
pick me up a twelve pack while you're there. I'll bring the pretzels.

Rick Campbell

Complex Corner
Short'n' import'n'
Aquatics
This Saturday at one p.m. in the
pool at the Complex, WLU is hosting the 1974 OUAA swimming and
diving relays. Nine other universities will be competing with us, the
host school; University of Toronto, Waterloo and Western will
probably, have the strongest units.
Because of the relatively small
size of our team we will be entering
three of the relay events, the 400
yard medley relay, the 300 yard
breaststroke relay and the 200 yard
sprint relay. The WLU squad includes returnee Mark Fletcher,
Larry Scott, Steve Rose, Rick
Wendler and Steve Tepperman.
Tepperman is probably the most
experienced as extensive high
school swimming has given him excellent style and versatility in
·
stroke selection.
The main problem with WLU's
swim team is the lack of bodies as a
· team should have about 20 members in order to be competitive.
However, considering its lack of
experience, Coach Passmore is
very pleased with the team's progress so far.
In the diving department, Westem is touted as being very strong.
This event is being held at the same
time as the relays.
Regardless of our swim team's
· performance this weekend, these
swimming and diving relays will
provide an excellent foundation for
future aquatics programs at our
school.

College Bowl
The College Bowl will be played
at8p.rh. tomorrownightatC.N.E.
Stadium in Toronto. Any one who
wishes to purchase tickets for this
event can and should do so immediately at the Complex.

Tennis

There were twelve competitors
in the tennis tournament and the
final playoffs are approaching. One
quarter-final still to be played was
between Gary Mueller and Dave
Brennan, while Rich Newbrough
·has reached the semi-final plateau
with victories over Ralph Schaffner

Athletic councils meet
by Richard Nixon
On Monday and Tuesday of this
week two athletic council meetings
were held. On Monday the Intervarsity Athletic Advisory Council
met for the first time this year in the
complex. The basic purpose of the
meeting was to introduce the members of the 1974-75 council and to
re-establish chairman John Lewis
and recording secretary Marilynne
Senese in their respective positions. After the group approved the
minutes of the last meeting Coach
Knight briefly explained the results
of the O.U.A.A. spring meeting.
Finally new business was discussed which took mostly financial
overtones concerning such things
as gate receipt destinations and

next year's athletic budget.
On Tuesday the Intramural Advisory Council met, also for the
first time. The major problem at
hand was how to encourage women
to participate more in intramural
events and to allow them to make
greater use of the athletic facilities.
It was also agreed to carry the point
system format to the end of the year
in intramurals, '!fld use this year's
success to determine future use of
the same system.
The major point of new business
involved "special hours and
privileges'' faculty and staff members now enjoy in the "students"
complex. There is an excellent
chance more will be heard concerning this subject.

and Lorne Calder. One finalist in
the tourney is Gary Jeffries, but he
is embarassed by his success and
wishes to remain anonymous.

in the bowling leaguw
night. There are nine
bowlers competing
Carter, Irv Blank and
are doing the best job
over.

One on One Basket- Standings
Senior Business with
ball
First round action is now taking
place in this sport, which drew 23
competitors. Second round results
are what I want to see.

season jump, still matntal!lllllll
edge in the intramural
ing.

Squash

Women's V

On November 12 the
volleyball team pla}ed
against Mac and
first game
·
Hawks were what
outmatched by the
Curling
which does a great
Intramural curling is being held of touring Russians.
every Tuesday from 3-5 p.m. at the ' team also lost to Mac in
Glenbriar. From this intramural encounter, the Ha11k
draw it is hoped that varsity men's some stiff competitio
and women's teams can soon be Hamilton school.
picked, who will curl from 9-11
This weekend the
a.m. Sundays, same place.
to Guelph to play in the
Cup tournament, 11hicb
Skiing
stand also counts in the
The ski club was scheduled to standings. Bestofluck
take memberships yesterday, but women in this event.
anyone interested who did notjoin
should make enquiries at the ComTamiae Hockey
plex.
Incredible as 11
Economics still holds
Hockey
1 spot in the Tamiae
After four weeks of the in- with three wins and
tramural hockey season, team outings. Their lead
seven, the Willison Hall Hur- threatened though
ricanes are in first place with a per- rather mediocre play
fect 4-0 record. Bus II and the Sun- "top" defensemen;
nydale Red Rockets are tied for whose idol is Dave
second, each with3 wins and a loss. Leafs and Bob Walton,
There is a three way tie for the scor- every playing card
ing lead with Johnson (O.B. Blaz- Gerry Odrowski, are
ers), Lucas (Dolphins) and Myers the goal production
(Hurricanes) all having collected 4 brush up a bit on the
goals and one assist. Next Wed- game.
nesday, 1:30, 4-2, 2:30, 5-8, 3:30,
Ecies remains one
6-7 and Thursday 9:30, 1-3.
Bus III by virtue of
last BUS IV last
while, Bus III
Ice Skating
For the out of shape pucksters, and Bus II turned back
the Karen Magnuson's and for general reaction, ice skating is availa- Basketball
ble every Tuesday from 1:30 to 3:00 The event of premier
at Waterloo Arena.
on campus this weekend
annual WLU Inritatio
Bowling
ball Tournament. Read
Everyone's having a great time below; then go see it.
Nineteen guys are competing in
the men's singles squash tournament and the first round is also just
starting in this event.

aBlake ~\,1.'-'J

Julie
Andrews

First
Annual
WLU
Invitational
Basketbalr
Tournament
Our guests:

Lakehead, Brock, Guelph, VVaterloo, Loyola,
D-Vouville and Hillsdale

Come and show them some Hawk spirit Friday and
Athletic Complex

HYLAND
oilLuruat

ONTARIO N.
AT WEBER
744-2259
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Better -than record shows
D..

Dippy Debooger
m vnc loss and one
not ~how it, the
~tarted off their
t 11eek against two
teams in the circuit.
they fought the
to a 5-5 draw
to the Laurenvn Saturday. Both
ry close and could
way
up a 3-1 first period
\Ius tangs as Brent
the scoring, slipping
rebound past goalie
art. Western came
rut before the game
old Kim Bauer
\!eyers added to
al. the first of his
a short-handed effort
goal of the night.
~rought the puck
two on one break and
k to the last second
it ilVer to Bauer, who
deanly with a high
Hawks 'pent the majorkilling off penalties
,o quite efficiently.
penod the Mustangs
disorganized, and
idering he is one of
the league, was very
the pipes for the
, this fact in no
from the fact
were shooting well
of the oppor-

swoops from the right side. However, a freaky goal with only five
minutes remaining 'closed the gap
for Western and they tied it moments later. The dubious marker
was scored after a shot went
around the boards , ricochetted
over the net, hit Phil McColeman,
dropped at his feet, got slapped at
by a Western player, and went over
the line. DAMN . A heartbreaking
way to have a win snatched from
your grasp, but nevertheless a valuable point for the Hawks.
Hawks tailed to better their record on Saturday as Laurentian
made the b·est of their chances for a
5-3 victory. The first period was
scoreless until the final minute
when Laurentian counted a powerplay goal. The action was fairly
evenly distributed and both teams
had several opportunities to score.
Both McColeman and the Vee's
Dave Tataryn played well in goal
during the period and did a job of
frustrating opposing forwards.
After two periods tbe score was
3-2 for Laurentian. Hawks came
from behind twice to knot the score
at deuces, but their downfall came
once again in the final minute of the
period.
While we enjoyed a man advantage a Hawk pass was intercepted
by a Vee forward who broke in
alone and beat McColeman with
only eight seconds left in the
period. Hawk marksmen in that
frame were Bill Low, who played
well in both games last week, and
just for a change, Brent Heard popped one.
However, Hawks got that final
minute goal back after only 25 seconds of the third period as Kim
Bauer took advantage ot'a Vee defensive miscue to blaze the puck
past Tataryn . It was a memorable
occasion for Kim who gathered up
the puck as a souvenir and as proof
that lightning can strike twice in the
same season .
Some loose defensive play spelled the end for the Hawks in the
period as Laurentian , a team which
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Western goalie Chris Cathcart appeared to be very shaky in 5-5 tie with Hawks on Thursday. This weekend
the team travels to Ottawa for game against Ottawa Friday and to Kingston to play Queen's on Saturday.

pounces on the puck very quickly,
scored two more goals to ice the
victory. Considering the tough opposition, Hawks showed encouraging signs in both games though and
it will not be long before the victories start to come.
I don't care to publicize it much,
but the refereeing was horrendous

in both games last week. On
Thursday, Hawks received all six
minor penalties and deserved
them, but on numerous occasions
Western was also' guilty of flagrant
and uncalled infractions. This was
undoubtedly a determining factor
in Hawks not winning as they must
have been a tired crew.

Saturday, during a mild altercation, a linesman was knocked down
by a player in full view of everyone,
and yet not one penalty was called
in the skirmish. Naturally a fight
erupted shortly after. If teams are
expected to play by the rules, referees can at least be decent enough
to govern by them.

Julie Andrews and Omar Sharif...
mgether as only lovers worlds apart can be.
1
lTC p1mnts massoctal•on wtlh
ltll'ltted and tonmar Productions. Inc

~t•ons

aBlake EdUJards film

Julie

Omar
Sharif

TheTama~nd

seeu

...where love growa and pauion Bowen.

·~o~i~l ~~~~rli~~ ·~~lvia ~~m~ ·~~~or ~~m~lka
~.r~''""'"' freijijm Y~~n~ ~.~.~ ·~cre~npla~ n~ ~Ia~~ ~owa~s
li---..,., [v~lijn Anl~~n~ I·rroo~c~o n~ K~n Wdl~s . mreci~O n~ ma~~ Eowa~s
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Prints by Movielab
?R
Color • an Avto Embassy release ~ ¢

EVENINGS
AT 7:00
& 9:15
MAT. SAT & SUN AT 2:00

259 KING ST. W.
KITCHENER, ONT.

745-8637
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Boar'-; He"ad Dinn<
h1 \\ cdnesday night
pc;1kcr for this ev(
ng artist and au tho
·., Golden comm
He' the guy who lm
he stars as a f<
now you remembe~
tor. He just complet•
~.:.lr<i as a night-clul
reviews. His wide
nmcnt should rna~
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